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Spherical Harmonics Based Generalized Image Source Method for Simulating Room Acoustics

Allen and Berkley’s image source method is proven to be a very useful and popular1

technique for simulating the acoustic room transfer function (RTF) in reverberant2

rooms. It is based on the assumption that the source and receiver of interest are3

both omnidirectional. With the inherent directional nature of practical loudspeakers,4

and the increasing use of directional microphones, the above assumption is often5

invalid. The main objective of this paper is to generalize the frequency domain image6

source method in the spherical harmonics domain, such that it could simulate the7

RTF between practical transducers with higher-order directivity. We represent the8

transducer directivity patterns in terms of spherical harmonic functions and utilize9

the concept of image sources on spherical harmonic based propagation patterns to10

formulate the generalized image source method. From now on, any transducer of11

interest, can be modeled in the spherical harmonics domain with a realistic directivity12

pattern and incorporated with the proposed method to simulate room acoustics more13

accurately. The proposed generalization thus reconciles image source method the14

with the spatial soundfield theory. It also has an alternate use case of enabling15

RTF simulations for moving point-transducers inside pre-defined source and receiver16

regions.17

a)prasanga.samarasinghe@anu.edu.au
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I. Introduction18

Sound propagation characteristics in reverberant environments is an important topic of19

research. This is due to its impact on a plethora of applications in audio signal process-20

ing. Some well known techniques for simulating and understanding room acoustics include21

ray/beam tracing1–5, boundary and finite element methods6, digital waveguide meshes7,8,22

spatial sound decomposition based methods9–12 and the well known image source method13.23

Despite the abundance of sophisticated room-acoustics simulation methods available, the24

relatively basic image source method proposed by Allen and Berkley13 still remains a sought-25

after technique for simulating the room transfer function (RTF) and its time domain coun-26

terpart, the room impulse response (RIR).27

The image source method is often utilized by researchers and engineers to simulate room28

characteristics for applications such as soundfield analysis and synthesis9,14–16, generating29

stimuli for perceptual and psychoacoustic tests17,18, validating algorithms or systems de-30

signed to operate in reverberant conditions19, sound rendering and auralization in virtual31

auditory systems20,21, design of acoustic spaces22 and commercial audio device testing. The32

image source method is also continuously being improved to increase its efficiency and33

effectiveness23–27. The prominent nature of the image source method can be attributed34

to a number of strengths compared to other methods. As discussed in28, these include (i)35

simplicity of algorithmic implementation; (ii) high degree of flexibility, with many simu-36

lation parameters (such as room dimensions, acoustic absorption coefficients, source and37
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microphone positions, reverberation time) adjustable in software; and (iii) the ability to38

generate good approximations for realistic room impulse responses.39

Inherently, the image source method simulates the room response between a point source40

and a point receiver with omnidirectional directivity. However in practice, acoustic transduc-41

ers (speakers and mirophones) are directional due to two reasons; (i) It’s impossible to realize42

omnidirectional or point transducers due to physical limitations and size, and (ii) With the43

recent advancements in design and implementation of higher-order transducers29–31, there44

is an increasing interest in using transducers with pre-determined directional patterns to45

record/produce spatial soundfields. The application of the original image source method to46

emulate realistic acoustic scenarios thus introduces error as the practical transducers violate47

the assumption of being omnidirectional. Extension of image source method for first-order48

microphones has been proposed in32 in the time domain.49

In this paper, we aim to extend image source method in the spherical harmonics domain,50

such that it can simulate the frequency domain room response or RTF for higher-order (or51

directional) transducers, both sources and microphones. We first decompose the soundfield52

emitted/recorded by the directional transducers in terms of spherical harmonic functions.53

Then, the basic concept of the original image source method is utilized to derive the acoustic54

images for spherical harmonic shaped source emissions. These are then used to formulate55

the room induced coupling between the directional source and the directional receiver. Fi-56

nally, the coupling coefficients are employed to derive the generalized image source method57

directional transducers. It is important to note that this paper is not an alternate image58

source method, but an expansion to the existing image source method in the spherical har-59
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monics domain, such that it complies with directional transducers. Therefore, image source60

method’s inherent drawbacks such as its restriction to rectangular rooms, inability to model61

diffraction and the presence of audible artifacts will naturally be present in the proposed62

generalization.63

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes the original64

image source method while discussing the basic concept of acoustic mirroring from walls.65

Section III presents the formulation of problem in the spherical harmonics domain. Sec-66

tion IV discusses the image source concept for directional sources with known directivity67

patterns, followed by section V, which derives the relationship between reflected directional68

sources and a directional receiver. Section VI combines the aforementioned derivations to69

formulate the generalized image source method. Finally, section VII presents simulation re-70

sults to verify the accuracy of the proposed generalization. It also briefly presents a practical71

application of the proposed method.72

II. Summary of the Image Source Method73

The image source method was originally presented to model the point-to-point RTF in74

rectangular enclosures, such that when multiplied with any desired input signal (in the75

frequency domain), simulates the room response as observed at the receiver point. This76

section provides a brief background review of the image source method.77

Consider a shoebox room (A “Shoebox room” is a practitioning term for a typical rectan-78

gular room) with dimensions (Lx, Ly, Lz) for length, width and height, respectively. Assume79

a Cartesian coordinate system is defined inside this enclosure, where the origin coincides80
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FIG. 1. (Colour online) Concept of image sources where walls are considered as mirrors.

with one of the corners of the room. Let a point source be positioned at xs = (xs, ys, zs),81

and a point receiver be positioned at xr = (xr, yr, zr). The direct path received at xr is then82

given by the Green’s function,83

Pd(k,xs,xr) =
eik|xs−xr|

4π|xs − xr|
(1)

where k = 2πf/c with f and c representing the frequency in Hz and sound of speed in84

ms−1, respectively. The formulation of the image source method is based on geometric85

room-acoustic principles. It is assumed that that the reflections characteristics of each wall86

can be defined in terms of a sound reflection coefficient γ, which relates to the absorption87

coefficient ψ through88

ψ = 1− γ2. (2)
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In the original image source formulation13, the reflection coefficients are assumed to be89

independent of both (i) sound wave incident angle, and (ii) frequency. As showed in Fig.1,90

the RTF from the source to the receiver can be determined by considering image sources91

on an infinite grid of mirror rooms expanding in all three dimensions. Note that in real-92

world applications this grid can be truncated to an order enclosing a sufficient number93

of image sources to represent the given room’s inherent reverberant characteristics. The94

contribution from each image source to the receiver signal is a replica of the original source95

signal, attenuated by a certain amplitude factor and phase shifted by a certain angle. The96

RTF hence follows as97

P (k,xs,xr) =
1∑

p=0

∞∑
r=−∞

γ
|a−q|
x1 γ

|a|
x2γ

|b−j|
y1 γ

|b|
y2γ
|c−`|
z1 γ

|c|
z2

eik|Rp+Rr |

4π|Rp + Rr|
(3)

where p = (p1, p2, p3) and r = (r1, r2, r3) are triplet parameters controlling the indexing of98

the image sources in all dimensions, Rp = (xr−xs+2p1xs, yr−ys+2p2ys, zr−zs+2p3zs), and99

Rr = (2r1Lx, 2r2Ly, 2r3Lz), γx,i, γy,i, γz,i, with i = 1, 2, are wall reflection coefficients where100

i = 1 refers to the wall closest to the room origin and i = 2 refers to walls on the opposite101

sides. The room origin is assumed to be at x = y = z = 0. Note that the sum
1∑

p=0

indicates102

three sums, for each of the three components of p = (p1, p2, p3), and similarly, the sum103

∞∑
r=−∞

indicates three sums over r = (r1, r2, r3). Physically these sums are over a 3-D lattice104

of image points, where p involves an eight point lattice, and r involves an infinite lattice,105

which can be truncated at the reflection order R. Note that this order largely depends on106

the room’s inherent characteristics including, room size, shape and boundary materials.107
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Illustration of spherical harmonic functions Ynm(·) with different brightnesses

representing the phase relationships.

With increasing order of reflections r, the number of image sources included in (3) in-108

creases cubically. Therefore, even if one claims it is technically possible to represent any109

directional source/receiver in terms of a weighted sum of point sources/receivers, the respec-110

tive calculation of the multiple RTFs can lead to a significant computational load in practice111

causing loss of simplicity and elegance.112

III. Problem Formulation113

In this section, we formulate the problem at hand in the spherical harmonics domain.114

The spherical harmonics (Fig.2) are a set of orthogonal spatial basis functions that can be115

utilized to decompose any arbitrary function defined on the sphere.116
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Directional source

Directional receiver

FIG. 3. Illustration of a source and receiver with directional characteristics

A. Spherical harmonics based representation of directional transducers117

Here, we illustrate a realistic scenario where the source and receiver are directional. As118

shown in Fig.3, let there be a directional source at xs, and a directional receiver at xr.119

When observed on a sphere, the outgoing soundfield from the source with respect to xs120

and the resulting room response arriving at the receiver with respect to xr can both be121

expressed in terms of independent spherical harmonic decompositions as follows.122

123

1. Spherical harmonics representation of the outgoing soundfield from a directional124

source125

Consider a homogeneous outgoing soundfield from the source at xs. When observed at126

any arbitrary location with spherical coordinates z(s) = (z(s), θ
(s)
z , φ

(s)
z ) with respect to xs,127

this outgoing soundfield can be represented using a spherical harmonic decomposition of the128
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form33
129

Sout(z
(s), k) =

∞∑
n=0

n∑
m=−n

βnm(k)hn(kz(s))Ynm(θ(s)z , φ(s)
z ) (4)

where hn(·) denotes the spherical Hankel function of first kind for order n, Ynm(·) denotes130

the spherical harmonic function of order n and mode m, defined by33
131

Ynm(θ(s)z , φ(s)
z ) = Pn|m|(cos(θ(s)z ))

1√
2π
eimφ

(s)
z (5)

where Pn|m|(cos(θ
(s)
z ))

4
=
√

(2n+1)(n−|m|)!
4π(n+|m|)! Pn|m|(cos(θ

(s)
z )) is the normalized associated Legendre132

polynomial with Pn|m|(cos(θ
(s)
z )) being the associated Legendre polynomials. The coefficients133

βnm(k) of (4) denote the respective spherical harmonic weighting for the order n and mode134

m, which in this case represents the directional characteristics of the loudspeaker. Note that135

depending on the source directivity pattern, the infinite summation in (4) can be truncated136

at order N .137

2. Spherical harmonics representation of incident soundfield at the directional re-138

ceiver139

Consider a homogeneous soundfield incident at the directional receiver at xr. This140

soundfield when observed at any arbitrary location with spherical coordinates z(r) =141

(z(r), θ
(r)
z , φ

(r)
z ) with respect to xr, can be represented in terms of a spherical harmonic142

decmposition of the form33
143

S(z(r), k) =
V∑
v=0

v∑
u=−v

αvu(k)jv(kz(r))Yvu(θ
(r)
z , φ(r)

z ) (6)
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where jv(·) denotes the spherical Bessel function of order v, V is the respective truncation144

limit determined by V =
⌈
kz(r)

⌉
due to the presence of spherical Bessel functions34. A V th

145

order microphone located at xr would be capable of successfully extracting the soundfield146

components αvu(k) for v = 0 : V and u = −v : v with respect to its local origin29. If the147

higher-order microphone has beamforming capability (i.e., similar to the directional receiver148

shown Fig.3), then each recorded soundfield coefficient will be scaled as αvu(k) × δvu(k),149

where δvu(k) are the beamformer coefficients or the harmonic domain coefficients of the150

beampattern when described using spherical harmonic decomposition similar to (6).151

152

B. Summary of the problem153

Note that for a given loudspeaker, its order can be determined by N =
⌈

kR̂
⌉
, where R̂ is154

the radius of the smallest sphere enclosing the physical speaker35. We assume the order N155

and outgoing soundfield coefficients βnm(k) are known for the loudspeaker of interest. Based156

on spatial soundfield theory, the spherical harmonic coefficients beyond this order can be157

assumed to be negligible. We also assume that the order V of the directional microphone158

is known, and it’s capable of recording all the soundfield coefficients up to order V . If the159

directional microphone has beamforming capabilities, then the corresponding beamformer160

coefficients δnm(k) are also assumed to be known. The objective of this paper is to generalize161

the image source method to directional transducers. For this purpose, it is required to162

(i) apply the image source concept to directional sources and (ii) parameterize the room163

response between directional transducers in terms of a single closed form equation. In the164
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remainder of this paper, we address these problems one by one, and formulate a generalized165

image source method for a rectangular (or shoebox) room.166

IV. Acoustic Image of a directional source167

In this section, we extend the image source concept to directional sources, whose outgoing168

soundfield can be decomposed in terms of spherical harmonics (4).169

By definition, the image source method for point sources repetitively place each image170

of the original source on the far side of the respective wall. As expressed in (4), the out-171

going soundfield from a directional source as observed at a point z(s) can be decomposed172

in terms of spherical harmonics where each unit amplitude outgoing mode is of the form173

form hn(kz(s))Ynm(θ
(s)
z , φ

(s)
z ). Intuitively, extending the image source concept to each unit174

amplitude outgoing pattern of the above form seems straightforward. However, this is not175

a simple task because when performing the reflection operation along a particular wall, the176

positive direction of the Cartesian axes local to the directional source effectively rotates. As177

shown in Figure 4, this problem will not pose negative influence on point sources (or the178

zeroth order source pattern h0(kz
(s))Y00(θ

(s)
z , φ

(s)
z ) ) as their outgoing field is rotationally in-179

variant. However, for all other spherical harmonic excitation patterns hn(kz(s))Ynm(θ
(s)
z , φ

(s)
z )180

when n > 0, the outgoing field gets mirrored due to the intrinsic shape of spherical harmonic181

functions. Thus, the reflected image (see Fig.5 for an example) has to be carefully modeled182

for all spherical harmonic domain excitation patterns.183
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Reflection from the X-Z and Y-Z planes for an omnidirectional source
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Reflection from Y-Z plane for an outgoing mode of the form Y33(θ
(s)
z , φ

(s)
z ).

The two brightnesses represent phase relationships.

A. Acoustic image of a spherical harmonic based excitation pattern184

Let us consider a unit amplitude outgoing mode of order n and mode m from the direc-185

tional source. As shown in (4), each unit amplitude outgoing mode carries two functions186

hn(kz(s)) and Ynm(θ
(s)
z , φ

(s)
z ), where hn(kz(s)) is not affected by the mirrored axes due to its187
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independence of the angles θ and φ. For the term Ynm(θ
(s)
z , φ

(s)
z ), it is required to incorpo-188

rate an appropriate mirror operation to offset the influence from the change of axis positive189

direction.190

191

Let us discuss the effect on Ynm(θ
(s)
z , φ

(s)
z ) as the original source is reflected from the192

Cartesian planes X − Z, Y − Z and X − Y adjacent to the room origin. As showed in193

Fig.4, when a directional source is reflected from an X − Z plane, the azimuth angle with194

respect to xs experiences a rotational shift of φrotate = −φoriginal. Similarly, for the X − Z195

plane, the azimuth angle experiences a rotational shift of φrotate = π − φoriginal, and for the196

X − Y plane, the elevation angle experiences a rotational shift of θrotate = −θoriginal. These197

effects can be incorporated in the spherical harmonic excitation pattern (Ynm(θ
(s)
z , φ

(s)
z )) of198

a directional source to summarize its adjacent image sources as follows. Note that we utilize199

the rotational properties of spherical harmonics36,37 to perform an extra simplification step200

where the rotations on azimuth and elevation angles are transferred to degree n and mode201

m.202

The adjacent image source reflected from the X-Z plane will emit spherical harmonic203

patterns of the form204

Ynm(θ(s)z ,−φ(s)
z ) = (−1)mYn,−m(θ(s)z , φ(s)

z ). (7)

The adjacent image source reflected from the Y-Z plane will emit spherical harmonic patterns205

of the form206

Ynm(θ(s)z , π − φ(s)
z ) = Yn,−m(θ(s)z , φ(s)

z ). (8)
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The adjacent image source reflected from the X-Y plane will emit spherical harmonic patterns207

of the form208

Ynm(−θ(s)z , φ(s)
z ) = (−1)n+mYn,m(θ(s)z , φ(s)

z ). (9)

The above results are summarized below in Table I.209

Cartesian Plane Image

X-Z (−1)mYn,−m(θ
(s)
z , φ

(s)
z )

Y-Z Yn,−m(θ
(s)
z , φ

(s)
z )

X-Y (−1)n+mYn,m(θ
(s)
z , φ

(s)
z )

TABLE I. Acoustic image of the spatial excitation pattern Ynm(θ
(s)
z , φ

(s)
z ) when mirrored from

Cartesian planes.

Above results depict the reflection operation related to each plane adjacent to the room210

origin. Similar operations can be carried out to all first order and higher order images.211

Therefore, analogous to the image source method for a point source (3), the room response212

for a unit amplitude source excitation pattern of the form hn(kz(s))Ynm(θ
(s)
z , φ

(s)
z ) originated213

at xs, as observed at the receiver origin xr is214

Pnm(k,xs,xr) =
1∑

p=0

∞∑
r=−∞

γ
|a−q|
x1 γ

|a|
x2γ

|b−j|
y1 γ

|b|
y2γ
|c−`|
z1 γ

|c|
z2(−1)(j+`)m+`nhn(k|Rp + Rr|)

Yn,((−1)q+jm)(θ
(s)
~z , φ

(s)
~z ).

(10)

Note that the above expression is an important result as it can be defined as the image215

source method between a single-mode source (i.e., emitting hn(kz(s))Ynm(θ
(s)
z , φ

(s)
z )) and a216
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point receiver. This will act as the basic building block of the proposed generalized image217

source method. Also note that when n = 0 and m = 0, (10) simplifies to the original image218

source method (3).219

V. Coupling between a directional source and a directional receiver220

A. Room response as observed by a directional receiver221

Here, we look at the directionality of the receiver in more detail. As described earlier, a222

V th order incident soundfield can be expressed by (6), and a V th order microphone is capa-223

ble of recording all the corresponding soundfield coefficients. These microphone recordings224

enable the prediction of sound at any arbitrary location z(r) away from its local origin xr225

given dkxre ≤ V .226

Let’s consider the incident spatial soundfield at a V th order microphone due to a unit227

amplitude outgoing mode hn(kz(s))Ynm(θ
(s)
z , φ

(s)
z ) from the source position xs. We express228

the soundfield observed at z(r), a point away from the microphone origin, in terms a spherical229

harmonic decomposition similar to (6) as230

Pnm(k,xs, z
(r)) =

V∑
v=0

v∑
u=−v

αnmvu (k)jv(kz(r))Yvu(θ
(r)
z , φ(r)

z ) (11)

where αnmvu (k) denotes the vth order, uth mode soundfield coefficient of the room response231

incident at the reciver caused by a unit amplitude nth order and mth mode outgoing sound-232

field from the source. From now on, we refer to αnmvu (k) as the mode coupling coefficients233
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as they represent the coupling between the outgoing modes from the directional source and234

the incident modes at the directional receiver for the room enclosure of interest.235

B. Spherical harmonic domain mode coupling between a directional source and re-236

ceiver237

Section IV A describes the room response with respect to the source origin whereas Sec-238

tion V A describes the room response with respect to the receiver origin. In this section,239

we compare both expressions, and derive a closed form expression for the mode coupling240

parameters αnmvu (k).241

Note that in Section IV A we derived the room response at the receiver origin xr not242

at z(r), a point away from xr. For direct comparison with the results of Section V A, this243

expression can be slightly modified to observe the soundfield incident at z(r). That is, the244

image source method for a unit amplitude spherical harmonic excitation pattern of the form245

hn(kz(s))Ynm(θ
(s)
z , φ

(s)
z ) as observed at the receiver location z(r) is246

Pnm(k,xs, z
(r)) =

1∑
p=0

∞∑
r=−∞

γ
|a−q|
x1 γ

|a|
x2γ

|b−j|
y1 γ

|b|
y2γ
|c−`|
z1 γ

|c|
z2(−1)(j+`)m+`nhn(k|Rp + Rr + z(r)|)

Yn,((−1)q+jm)(θ
(s)
~z , φ

(s)
~z )

(12)

Now (12) and (11) both express the soundfield at z(r) due to a unit amplitude outgoing247

mode hn(kz(s))Ynm(θ
(s)
z , φ

(s)
z ) from xs. Equation (12) expresses it in terms of a collection of248

mirrored outgoing modes of order n and m with respect to their respective image source249

origins, where as equation (11) expresses it in terms of an incident soundfield as observed250

17
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by a V th order microphone. We directly compare them to derive the image source method251

based mode coupling coefficients and introduce the below theorem.252

Theorem 1 Given an N th order source and a V th order receiver inside a shoe-box room,253

the spherical harmonic domain mode coupling between them based on the concept of image254

sources is255

αnmvu (k) =
1∑

p=0

∞∑
r=−∞

γ
|a−q|
x1 γ

|a|
x2γ

|b−j|
y1 γ

|b|
y2γ
|c−`|
z1 γ

|c|
z2(−1)(j+`)m+`nS((−1)q+jm)µ

nv (Rp + Rr) (13)

where256

Smµnv (xo) = 4πiv−n
n+v∑
l=0

il(−1)2m−µhl(k|x0|)Y ∗l(µ−m)(θx0, φx0)W1W2ξ (14)

with

W1 =


n v l

0 0 0

 and W2 =


n v l

m −µ (µ−m)

 (15)

denoting Wigner 3− j symbols38 and ξ =
√

(2n+ 1)(2v + 1)(2l + 1)/4π.257

Please refer to the appendix for a detailed proof of the above theorem. From (13) it is258

clear that for a given enclosure, the mode coupling relationship between an nth order, mth
259

mode outgoing soundfield and a vth order, uth mode incoming soundfield only depends on260

the source/receiver local origin and the room characteristics (wall reflections, room dimen-261

sions etc.). This is an important result, because it can be incorporated with any arbitrary262

directional transducer when expressed in terms of spherical harmonics. In the following sec-263

tion, we use (13) to derive a generalized image source method between arbitrary directional264

transducers.265
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VI. The generalized image source method266

Here, we derive a closed form expression for the generalized image source method for a267

directional source emitting multiple soundfield modes (4) and a directional receiver recording268

multiple soundfield modes (6). An N th order source emits multiple soundfield modes of the269

form hn(kz(s))Ynm(θ
(s)
z , φ

(s)
z ) scaled with respective modal weights βnm(k)(4). In this case,270

the total RTF as observed at the directional receiver is271

P (k,xs, z
(r)) =

V∑
v=0

v∑
u=−v

N∑
n=0

n∑
m=−n

βnm(k)αnmvu (k)jv(kz(r))Yvu(θ
(r)
z , φ(r)

z ). (16)

By substituting (13) in (16), we derive the generalized image source method for directional272

sources and receivers as273

P (k,xs, z
(r)) =

V∑
v=0

v∑
u=−v

N∑
n=0

n∑
m=−n

1∑
p=0

∞∑
r=−∞

βnm(k)(−1)(j+`)m+`nγ
|a−q|
x1 γ

|a|
x2γ

|b−j|
y1 γ

|b|
y2γ
|c−`|
z1 γ

|c|
z2

S((−1)q+jm)µ
nv (Rp + Rr)jv(kz(r))Yvu(θ

(r)
z , φ(r)

z ).

(17)

If the directional receiver has beamforming capabilities with beamformer coefficients274

δvu(k), the generalized image source may be slightly modified as275

P (k,xs, z
(r)) =

V∑
v=0

v∑
u=−v

N∑
n=0

n∑
m=−n

1∑
p=0

∞∑
r=−∞

βnm(k)δvu(k)(−1)(j+`)m+`nγ
|a−q|
x1 γ

|a|
x2γ

|b−j|
y1 γ

|b|
y2γ
|c−`|
z1 γ

|c|
z2

S((−1)q+jm)µ
nv (Rp + Rr)jv(kz(r))Yvu(θ

(r)
z , φ(r)

z ).

(18)

Let us summarize the significance of the above result.276
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Geometrical representation of the concept of region-region RTF where a

point source and a point receiver is assumed to be arbitrarily placed inside a pre-defined source

region and a pre-defined receiver region

• For a given source of order N and directivity βnm(k), and a given microphone of order277

V , the room response can be simulated using (17). If the microphone has beamforming278

capability, the corresponding room response can be simulated using (18)279

• When N = 0 and V = 0, the source and receiver represents ideal point transducers,280

thus (17) simplifies to the original image source method.281

• Due to the rotational properties of spherical harmonics, the proposed model can also282

be applied to simulate the RTF between rotating directional transducers.283

284

Alternate use of the proposed model; Region to region of RTF concept for285

omnidirectional transducers286
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Apart from the application to directional transducers, the generalized image source method287

has another important use case. That is, if one still assumes omnidirectional transducers,288

the proposed model can be useful in the sense of a region-to-region image source model289

(see Fig. 6). This is possible because the spatial soundfield due to a directional transducer290

at the origin (Fig. 3) and an omnidirectional point transducer away from the origin (Fig.291

6) can both be represented using a similar higher order spehrical harmonic representation.292

Therefore if we define (i) a spherical source region centered at xs enclosing an arbitrarily293

located point source(s), and (ii) a non-overlapping spherical receiver region centered at294

xr enclosing an arbitrarily located point receiver(s), then each region will have a higher295

order directivity pattern with respect to their local origin ( Fig. 6). Each region can be296

defined based on the practical application and the order of the soundfield can be determined297

based on the size and maximum frequency of request. Soundfield inside each region can298

be modeled in the spherical harmonics domain similar to equations (4) and (6), where the299

respective soundfield order is given by the radius of the interested region, and the respective300

soundfield coefficients can be derived based on the point source/receiver position. Once the301

outgoing source soundfield and the incoming receiver soundfield are modeled in the spherical302

harmonics domain, the proposed RTF model (17) is directly applicable. Note that the mode303

coupling parameters αnmvu (k) now describe the coupling between the source region and the304

receiver region. A useful advantage of this method is the simulation of RTF for moving305

transducers with omnidirectional characteristics.306

In11, the authors proposed a point-to-point (omnidirectional) RTF parameterization be-307

tween two regions. While the work in11 requires actual room measurements to find the308
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coupling coefficients αnmvu (k), (13) can now be used to fully simulate the RTF between two309

point transducers, which can be arbitrarily moved inside a pre-defined source region and a310

receiver region.311

VII. Simulation Results312

In this section, we illustrate the accuracy of the proposed image source method for di-313

rectional sources and receivers. We consider a shoe-box room of size 5× 3.5× 4 m with its314

front-left-bottom corner defined as the origin. The room is assumed to have wall reflection315

coefficients γ = [0.75, 0.65, 0.8, 0.2, 0.45, 0.7]. The source is located at Cartesian coordinates316

xs = (1, 1, 1), whereas the receiver is located at xr = (1, 3, 3). We consider two cases of317

directional sources at xs and derive the room response over a spherical receiver region of318

radius 0.25 m. For a given wavenumber k the soundfield order of the receiver region can be319

derived using V = dk× 0.25e. If the RTF is to be determined for a given directional micro-320

phone with order V , the radius of spatial area recorded by the microphone is Rr = V/k. In321

order to present a fair comparison with the original image source method and the proposed322

method, we make sure that the directional source of interest is capable of being represented323

by a combination of one or more point-sources distributed around the origin xs. Note that324

this is not a constraint to use the proposed method, which is applicable to any arbitrary325

directional source of the form (4).326

We first consider directional source that emits a dipole outgoing soundfield, which resem-327

bles a spherical harmonic based outgoing pattern of mode n = 1 and order m = 0, Y10(·).328

Such a radiation pattern can be obtained by two point sources along the z-axis spaced ap-329
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proximately at half wavelength of the target frequency. Considering our target frequency to330

be 2000 Hz, we use two unit amplitude sources at (1, 1, 1.085) and (1, 1, 0.915) to create the331

desired source. Utilizing the spherical harmonic decomposition of the Green’s function33,332

the outgoing modal coefficients βnm(k) of (4) caused by the above pair can be derived using333

β(s)
nm(k) = ik

2∑
d=1

wd(k)jn(krd)Y
∗
nm(θ

(s)
d , φ

(s)
d ) (19)

where wd(k) is the point source weighting set at unity, (r1, θ
(s)
1 , φ

(s)
1 ) = (0.085, 0, 0) and334

(r2, θ
(s)
2 , φ

(s)
2 ) = (0.085, π, 0). For the given point source pair, it can be shown that β

(s)
nm(k)335

is zero for all cases except for when n = 1,m = 0. This confirms that the directional source336

emits a soundfield with polar pattern Y10(·) scaled by β
(s)
10 (k).337

Now that the source is defined, our aim is to use the proposed and original image source338

methods to predict the response over a spherical receiver region at xr. At 2000 Hz the339

receiver region is of order 10, and therefore we are simulating the RTF between a first order340

source and a tenth order receiver.341

We first calculate the proposed image source method (17) with the β
(s)
10 (k) derived from342

(19). Next, we use the equivalent point source description to predict the same incident343

soundfield at xr utilizing the original image source method (3). Note that this method344

requires the calculations in (3) to repeat over a multiple times to account for each point345

source - point receiver pair.346

Figure (7) shows the real and imaginary parts of the two soundfields as obtained using347

the two image source methods. The figures depict a planar cross section parallel to the348

Y-Z plane across the receiver origin xr (at x = 1). It is visible that the two methods349
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FIG. 7. (Color online) RTF due to a single-mode directional source as observed over a planar cross

section across the receiver origin, parallel to Y-Z plane; comparison between the original image

source method and the proposed method.

deliver similar results, which validates the accuracy of the proposed image source method350

for directional transducers. Note that the computational complexity of the two methods at351

each frequency is different with the generalized image source method being more efficient.352
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Through simulations we experienced that the most time consuming calculation in both353

methods is the image generation (the dual triple sum over p and r in (3) and (13)), which354

exponentially increases with image depth or reflection order R. In the conventional image355

source method the image generation step is repeated between each and every point source-356

point receiver combination, which is considerably high given the number of receiver points357

required to generate a spatial soundfield in the form of Fig 7. In the proposed method, the358

image generation is only done when calculating the mode coupling coefficients in (13), which359

is limited to a finite number of (N + 1)2 × (V + 1)2. Once these coefficients are calculated360

the room response as observed over a spatial region (Fig. 7) can be calculated using (16).361

Through simulations, we also experienced that with increasing image depth (or reflection362

order R), the delay in conventional image source method increases further.363

Next we consider an arbitrary directional source that emits multiple outgoing modes as364

shown in (4). Assuming its equivalent point source description is 3 point sources randomly365

distributed at (1, 0.92, 1.085), (1, 1.06, 0.915), and (1.06, 1, 1) with respect to xs, the cor-366

responding spherical harmonic coefficients can be obtained using (19) with the summation367

over d up to 3. Figure 8 shows the resulting 10th order soundfield at xr based on the pro-368

posed image source method and the original one. Similar to the first example, the results369

are quite similar, which re-validates the accuracy of the proposed method.370
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FIG. 8. (Color online) RTF due to a multi-mode directional source as observed over a planar cross

section across the receiver origin, parallel to Y-Z plane; comparison between the original image

source method and the proposed method
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Spatially averaged relative error between the conventional and proposed

image source methods

In order to analyze the performance over multiple frequencies, we study the spatially371

averaged relative error between the two methods, which is defined by372

E =

I∑
i=1

|PISM(k,xs, z
(r)
i )− PGISM(k,xs, z

(r)
i )|2

I∑
i=1

|PISM(k,xs, z
(r)
i )|2

(20)

where PISM(k,xs, z
(r)
i ) denotes the RTF derived by the original image source method (ISM)373

at the ith receiver position with i = 1, 2, , · · · , I, and PGISM(k,xs, z
(r)
i ) denotes the same374

RTF as derived using the proposed generalized image source method (GISM). Figure 9375

shows this measure averaged over 400 listening points regularly distributed over the receiver376

region. The error is plotted in the frequency band 200 − 2000 Hz. It is clearly seen the377

error is consistently below 0.005 = 0.5% (except at 1870 Hz), which clarifies the accuracy of378

the proposed method. The sudden rise at 1870 Hz is due to the denominator of (20) or the379

original RTF being too small, and the error everywhere else is mainly due to the truncation380

of equations (4) and (6).381
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A. Example application of the generalized image source method382

Consider an application where the RTF between directional transducers is required for383

the special case when the source is rotating its look-direction.384

With the generalized image source method (17), the RTF for a rotated source can be385

directly computed using386

P (k,xs, z
(r)) =

V∑
v=0

v∑
u=−v

N∑
n=0

n∑
m=−n

1∑
p=0

∞∑
r=−∞

ρnm(k)(−1)(j+`)m+`nγ
|a−q|
x1 γ

|a|
x2γ

|b−j|
y1 γ

|b|
y2γ
|c−`|
z1 γ

|c|
z2

S((−1)q+jm)µ
nv (Rp + Rr)jv(kz(r))Yvu(θ

(r)
z , φ(r)

z ).

(21)

where ρnm are the source directivity coefficients of the rotated source. In the spherical387

harmonics domain, these coefficients are directly related to the original source directivity388

βnm through the following relationship.389

390

Rotation in the spherical harmonics domain Let βnm denote the spherical harmonic391

coefficients in a coordinate system E and let ρnm denote the spherical harmonic coefficients392

in a new coordinate system F which is a rotated version of E with the same origin. Assume393

(ϑ, ψ, γ) are the standard Euler angles39 that define the rotation from E to F using the394

z− y− z convention in a right-handed frame. That is, the rotation is first done by an angle395
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ϑ about the z-axis, then by an angle ψ about the new y-axis, and finally by an angle γ about396

the new z-axis. Then, the relationship between ρnm and βnm is given by397

ρnm(k) =
N∑
n=0

eimγdm
′m

n (ψ)eimϑβnm(k) (22)

with398

dm
′m

n (ψ) = [(n+m′)!(n−m′)!(n+m)!(n−m)!]1/2(−1)m
′−mr′ · · ·∑

s

(−1)s(cos(ψ/2))2(n−s)+m−m
′

(n+m− s)!s(m′ −m+ s)!(n−m′ − s)!

where r′ is the radius determining the order of the spherical harmonic decomposition and399

the range of s is determined by the condition that all factorials are non-negative.400

401

Notice that the above relationship enables RTF calculation between a directional receiver402

and a rotated source in a single step without having to calculate mode coupling coefficients403

again. It is also important to mention that a similar rotation can be introduced to a404

directional receiver with beamforming capabilities. This example prove one advantage of the405

proposed RTF method, that is not catered by any of the existing model for room response406

simulation.407

VIII. Conclusion408

Image source method is one of the most popular techniques to simulate the RTF between409

a point source and a point receiver. Commercial transducers (especially loudspeakers) used410
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in practice often inherit a directivity pattern. In order to simulate the RTF between such411

transducers, it is required to incorporate their individual directivity patterns in the room412

reflection calculations. In this paper, we presented a method to achieve this in the spher-413

ical harmonics domain. We represented the directional transducers in terms of spherical414

harmonic decompositions and derived a compact formula for the respective room response415

using the image source concept. We provided a number of simulation examples to show the416

accuracy of the generalized image source method over narrowband and broadband frequen-417

cies. Future work involves the derivation of a generalized image source method for room418

impulse response generation, the time domain counterpart of the proposed method.419

APPENDIX: PROOF OF THEOREM 1420

Here, we derive the image source method based mode coupling coefficients αnmvu (k) of (11)421

by comparing (12) and (11). In order to simplify the comparison between (12) and (11),422

we modify (12) using the addition theorem for Hankel functions38. Given three vectors of423

the form x1,x2 and x0, such that x1 = x2 + x0, and |x2| ≤ |x0|, the addition theorem for424

Hankel function is425

hn(k|x1|)Ynm(θx1, φx1) =
∞∑
v=0

v∑
µ=−v

Smµnv (xo)jv(k|x2|)Yvµ(θx2, φx2) (A.1)
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Pnm(k,xs, z
(r)) =

∞∑
v=0

v∑
µ=−v

1∑
p=0

∞∑
r=−∞

γ
|a−q|
x1 γ

|a|
x2γ

|b−j|
y1 γ

|b|
y2γ
|c−`|
z1 γ

|c|
z2(−1)(j+`)m+`nS((−1)q+jm)µ

nv (Rp + Rr)

jv(k|z(r)|)Yvµ(θ(r)z , φ(r)
z )

(A.2)

Results from (A.2) and (11) can now be directly compared to derive the image source426

method based mode coupling coefficients as given in (13).427
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